On the roles of Saccharomyces cerevisiae Dna2p and Flap endonuclease 1 in Okazaki fragment processing.
Short DNA segments designated Okazaki fragments are intermediates in eukaryotic DNA replication. Each contains an initiator RNA/DNA primer (iRNA/DNA), which is converted into a 5'-flap and then removed prior to fragment joining. In one model for this process, the flap endonuclease 1 (FEN1) removes the iRNA. In the other, the single-stranded binding protein, replication protein A (RPA), coats the flap, inhibits FEN1, but stimulates cleavage by the Dna2p helicase/nuclease. RPA dissociates from the resultant short flap, allowing FEN1 cleavage. To determine the most likely process, we analyzed cleavage of short and long 5'-flaps. FEN1 cleaves 10-nucleotide fixed or equilibrating flaps in an efficient reaction, insensitive to even high levels of RPA or Dna2p. On 30-nucleotide fixed or equilibrating flaps, RPA partially inhibits FEN1. CTG flaps can form foldback structures and were inhibitory to both nucleases, however, addition of a dT(12) to the 5'-end of a CTG flap allowed Dna2p cleavage. The presence of high Dna2p activity, under reaction conditions favoring helicase activity, substantially stimulated FEN1 cleavage of tailed-foldback flaps and also 30-nucleotide unstructured flaps. Our results suggest Dna2p is not used for processing of most flaps. However, Dna2p has a role in a pathway for processing structured flaps, in which it aids FEN1 using both its nuclease and helicase activities.